GINS
VODKA & RUM
WHISKY & BOURBONS
WINE
FIZZ
LOW & NON-ALCOHOLIC

CITRUS GINS
25ml / copa

BROOKLYN GIN
Gingery orange flavour, which marries with harmonies of blueberries and
blackberries, together with the dry bitter/sweet peel of Murician oranges.
3.95 / 8.95
BULLDOG GIN
The exotic botanicals & high quality ingredients combined with the quadruple distillation
process allow our product to defy convention with a balanced flavour & crisp finish.
3.95 / 8.95
COTSWOLD GIN
Fresh citrus notes of grapefruit & lime. Soft notes of pine & black pepper.
3.95 / 8.95
FOXDENTON GIN
Big, booming nose that gives everything a London Dry should do but more at the strength.
Super active entry into the mouth yet gorgeously deep & mellow.
3.95 / 8.95
GUILDHALL ISLAND GIN
Made with coriander, organic lemon peel and lime flower oil, a citrus smacking flavour
with a long smooth finish. Garnished with grapefruit.
3.35 / 7.50
MILLERS GIN
The finest botanicals sourced from around the world, traditional maceration techniques are
used & it is then shipped to iceland then blended to strength using pure icelandic spring water.
3.95 / 8.95
SIPSMITH LONDON DRY GIN
Hand crafted in small batches of no more than 300 bottles at a time creating
unrivalled smoothness.
3.95 / 8.95
TANQUERAY NO. TEN
Distilled four times with refreshing juniper, peppery coriander, aromatic angelica and
sweet liquorice with a twist of pink grapefruit.
4.25 / 9.50
PLYMOUTH GIN
Plymouth’s recipe dates back to the 18th century and combines a uniquely balanced blend
of seven hand-selected botanicals, soft Dartmoor water and pure grain alcohol.
3.60 / 7.95

FRUITY GINS
25ml / copa

BROCKMANS GIN
Infused with 10 botanicals including Juniper, Corriander, Blackberries,
Blueberries, Liquorice, Orange & Lemon and Almonds.
3.95 / 8.95
CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT AND POMELO GIN
A spectacular pairing of pink grapefruit and pomelo that isabsolutely bursting with
citrus freshness and classic juniper.
4.25 / 9.50
HENDRICKS
Infusions of cucumber and rose petals create a wonderfully refreshing gin with a
delightfully floral aroma. Made in Ayreshire, with 11 botanicals and 2 infusions.
3.95 / 8.95
MALFY, ITALY
Made with 6 botanicals including lemons from the Amalfi Coast.
3.95 / 8.95
PLUMS THE WORD
The soft luscious flavour, comes from a perfect blend of Opal, Jubilee and Victoria plums,
all grown in the United Kingdom. It has a smooth and fruity finishand is ideal for
cocktails or a twist on a classic Gin and Tonic.
3.35 / 7.50
RASPBERRY TIPPLE
This distilled gin is intensely flavoured with fresh raspberries, with a pink hue and a
lip-smacking punch that takes you back to a summer’s day. It has a long and refreshing
finish and is perfect with tonic or bitter lemon and garnished with mint.
3.35 / 7.50
TANQUERAY SEVILLA GIN
Bittersweet Seville Oranges to deliver a fruitful and zesty taste, balanced with the
4 botanicals of our classic London Dry gin.
3.95 / 8.95
WARNER EDWARDS RHUBARB GIN
Bright rhubarb stalks upfront, with a brief flash of sourness.
Great paired with tonic or ginger ale.
4.25 / 9.50
WHITLEY NEIL RHUBARB GIN
Sweet rhubarb balanced with earthy ginger and subtle juniper. Flavour, Sweet rhubarb
balanced with earthy ginger and a mild heat, finishing with subtle juniper notes.
3.95 / 8.95

HERBACEOUS GINS
25ml / copa

GIN MARE GIN
Mediterranean botanical’s including basil, thyme, rosemary & the Arbequina olive.
4.25 / 9.50
IT’S ABOUT THYME GIN
Fresh, herbaceous and incredibly smooth, our Thyme distilled gin perfectly encapsulates the
flavours of a kitchen garden. A fabulous bouquet of Thyme, lemonpeel, lime flower oil and
juniper make this the perfect Gin for a stunning Gin and Tonic.
3.35 / 7.50
KEEPR’S HONEY GIN
Blending elements of London dry gin with a hearty helping of raw honey, Keepr’s Honey
Gin from The British Honey Company is a marvellous lip-smacking tipple.
3.95 / 8.95
MONKEY 47 GIN
B47 hand picked botanicals, 47% ABV, created by a RAF WingCommander.
He owned a pet monkey, hence the name.
4.25 / 9.50

SPICY GINS
25ml / copa

BATHTUB GIN
Fresh and bold juniper leads the way with fragrant citrus and cardamom.
3.95 / 8.95
CHASE GB EXTRA DRY
Infused with wild botanicals including cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, almond, coriander,
cardamom, cloves, liquorice and lemon to give the spirit a distinct and robust flavour.
3.95 / 8.95
OPIHR GIN
From Indonesia, black pepper from India and Coriander from Morocco hand
picked to create a unique spiced Gin.
3.95 / 8.95
STAR OF BOMBAY
With bergamot & ambrette seeds in harmony with Bombay’s signature botanicals.
The 47.5% alcohol content emphasises the top note aromatics, balancing the uplifting
scent of ripe juniper with rich citrus and deep floral notes.
3.95 / 8.95

VODKA
LOVERS

ZUBROWKA BISON GRASS VODKA
Light grass aromas on the nose with a slight earthy note coming
through near the end. Palate mellows into a fresh cream
f lavour of grass and vanilla with a kick of spice.
3.85
SIPSMITHS VODKA
Distilled from English barley spirit and cut from the very
top of the heart run. which is deliciously smooth and
buttery with an extraordinarily soft mouth feel.
3.85
GREY GOOSE VODKA
This French vodka is quickly becoming a classic. Produced in
Northern France around the Cognac region, this vodka has a
gentle sweetness that gradually envelopes the mouth with
a smooth and rounded taste and a hint of almond.
4.35
SMIRNOFF RED LABEL
Renowned for its quality due to its rigorous production
process the finest grain is triple distilled to produce an
exceptional vodka and then filtered 10 times through
charcoal to remove any further impurities.
3.45

RUM
MOUNT GAY ECLIPSE
A brilliant golden amber colour and a luxuriously complex aroma
of floral and fruity notes of apricot, banana and vanilla.
3.85
CAPTAIN MORGAN DARK, UK
Captain Morgan Original Dark Rum is the original dark spiced rum.
It is a great tasting spirit with depth and complexity of whisky with
the sweetness and mixability of a rum.
3.45
SAILOR JERRY
Sailor Jerry is produced using a unique recipe combining warm
spices of cinnamon and nutmeg with the richness of vanilla.
3.45
KRAKEN BLACK SPICED RUM, USA
The Kraken is produced using Rums from Trinidad & Tobago, aged
for 12 -24 months and blended with 11 spices including cinnamon,
ginger and cloves. The Kraken Rum is strong, rich, black and smooth.
3.85
DUPPY SHARE
A smooth 5 year old Barbadian rum, giving a warm buttery finish.
4.85
RUMBULLION
Sweet Madagascan vanilla with clove and cinnamon spices supported
by intense orange peel.
4.35
DIPLOMATICO EXCLUSIVE RUM
An exquisite sipping rum that is made almost entirely from sugar cane
honey. The result is a truly exceptional rum with great character.
4.95

WHISKY & BOURBONS
SWEET
MAKER’S MARK
A light, spicy flavour with a hint of butterscotch and vanilla.
Wonderfully smooth, short with a warm finish.
3.85
BUFFALO TRACE, USA
Made from the finest corn, rye and barley.
Aged in oak with a rich complex taste with a hint of vanilla.
4.25
BLACK BUSH
High proportion of malt whiskey matured in former Oloroso Sherrycasks
with a sweet, batch-distilled grain whiskey. This recipe gives
Black Bush its rich fruity notes and deep intense character.
3.45
TULLAMORE DEW
 unique triple blend of malt, grain & Irish pot still whiskeys, citrus
A
f lavours combined with a nutty, marzipan note & distinctive vanilla finish.
4 .35

FRUIT Y
J&B RARE
 ach time you sip a glass of J&B Rare, 42 different whiskies pass your lips.
E
They are carefully blended together to create a subtle, smooth and complex flavour.
The delicate balance is what gives J&B Rare its distinctive character.
3 .85
CRAGGANMORE
A true ‘Designer Malt’ with an intriguing nose of sweet flowersand riverside herbs.
A malty taste with sweet wood smoke finish.
4 .35
GLENMORANGIE THE ORIGINAL
Produced by marrying the delicate spirit that emerges from Scotland’s tallest
stills, with first & second fill American white oak casks
A mature spirit that is soft, mellow & creamy.
4.35
THE MACALLAN GOLD
A note of vanilla is followed by dark chocolate with lingering floraland light
oak notes, along with hints of ginger and cinnamon.
4.35
COTSWOLD SINGLE MALT
The ﬁrst ever whiskey distilled in the Cotswolds, rich, fruity and sippable.
4 .95

SMOK Y
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL
J ohnnie Walker Black Label is a blend of over 40 whiskies.
Each malt and grainwhisky has been blended and matured in oak casks for
at least 12 years givingit a deep and complex character with a silky and rich flavour.
3.85
LAPHROAIG 10 YEAR OLD
Malted barley is dried over a peat fire which gives Laphroaigits
particularly rich flavour. A bold, smoky taste.
4 .35

SPICY
B ELL’S
A blend of the finest single malt and single grain whiskies, each deliciously
distinctive.The heart of the Bell’s blend is rich, spiced and nutty, like a
rich ginger cake,complemented with refreshing zesty fruit tones.
3.45
BULLEIT BOURBON, USA
Uses pure limestone-filtered water, charred American oak barrelsfor all
of the colour and some of the flavour. High in rye content, giving
a bold,spicy character with a distinctively smooth, clean finish.
3.85
KNOB CREEK, USA
Named after the childhood home of Abraham Lincoln, Knob Creek is aged for
nine years in charred American white oak barrels which give this bourbon
its maple sugar aroma, distinctive sweetness and rich full bodied flavour.
4.35
JURA ORIGIN 10 YEAR OLD
Aged in ex-Bourbon casks for 10 years. Some say it tastes of oak
with hints of honey, caramel and soft liquorice.
4.35
JAMESONS, IRISH
Jameson is remarkably smooth and perfectly balanced, with sweet
wood and nutty vanilla notes. It mixes perfectly with ginger ale,
lemonade and apple juice.
3 .45

